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Electric Guitar Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

1. When was the electric guitar created?

1654

1931

1999

2. Which one of these companies makes electric guitars?

Fender

Moschino

Fendi

3. Palm mute and Pull-off are ...

electric guitar parts

electric guitar playing techniques

types of electric guitar

4. Who was the most influential guitarist of the 20th century according to Rolling Stone magazine?

Jimi Hendrix

Eric Clapton

Jimmy Page

5. The most common materials used to make electric guitars are ...

pine, oak and birch

alder, ash, mahogany and maple

willow, aspen, and cedar

6. Who was the first person to design an electric guitar pickup in 1924?

Lloyd Loar

Link Wray

Jimi Hendrix
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7. The electric guitar came to jazz thanks to Texas jazzman Eddie Durham in ...

1921

1937

1958

8. Distortion is a sound effect ...

achieved by distorting the signal by limiting its «hard» amplitude

based on non-linear distortion of electric guitar sound by transistor

9. What is the name of The Jimi Hendrix Experience's third and final studio album and the last studio album
released during Hendrix's lifetime before his death in 1970?

Electric Ladyland

Are You Experienced

Axis: Bold as Love

10. What does Brian May prefer to play with instead of a pick?

A sixpence coin

A nail

Fingernails
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Electric Guitar Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. When was the electric guitar created?
  1931
  2. Which one of these companies makes electric guitars?
  Fender
  3. Palm mute and Pull-off are ...
  electric guitar playing techniques
  4. Who was the most influential guitarist of the 20th century according to Rolling Stone magazine?
  Jimi Hendrix
  5. The most common materials used to make electric guitars are ...
  alder, ash, mahogany and maple
  6. Who was the first person to design an electric guitar pickup in 1924?
  Lloyd Loar
  7. The electric guitar came to jazz thanks to Texas jazzman Eddie Durham in ...
  1937
  8. Distortion is a sound effect ...
  achieved by distorting the signal by limiting its «hard» amplitude
  9. What is the name of The Jimi Hendrix Experience's third and final studio album and the last studio
album released during Hendrix's lifetime before his death in 1970?
  Electric Ladyland
  10. What does Brian May prefer to play with instead of a pick?
  A sixpence coin
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